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Abstract
To the best of our knowledge, this paper describes the first ant colony optimization (ACO)
approach applied to nurse scheduling, analyzing a dynamic regional problem which is
currently under discussion at the Vienna hospital compound. Each day, pool nurses have to be
assigned for the following days to public hospitals while taking into account a variety of soft
and hard constraints regarding working date and time, working patterns, nurses’
qualifications, nurses’ and hospitals’ preferences, as well as costs. Extensive computational
experiments based on a four week simulation period were used to evaluate three different
scenarios varying the number of nurses and hospitals for six different hospitals’ demand
intensities. The results of our simulations and optimizations reveal that the proposed ACO
algorithm achieves highly significant improvements compared to a greedy assignment
algorithm.
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1. Introduction
Policy makers are facing a situation in which there is an emerging global nursing
shortage along with misdistribution and poor utilization of nurses [1]. Major contributors to
the nursing shortage include: the aging population, the decline in enrollment at nursing
schools, the changing work climate in hospitals and nursing homes, and the low image and
salary associated with nursing [2,3]. The current situation is characterized by an increasing
demand and a decreasing supply. For example, health care experts estimate a shortage of
400,000 registered nurses in the United States of America by 2020 [3]. Badelt et al. [4]
forecasted that by 2030 the number of Austrians needing health care services would double
based on a scenario for long life expectancy due to improved medical technologies.
This nurse shortage results in an increased competition for the nursing human resources
available, both within and among countries [1]. Many nurses from less-developed countries
emigrate to high-income countries due to better pay and career opportunities [1]. In recent
years, many Chinese, Philippine, and Eastern European nurses have come to Austria.
However, this number has still been too low to compensate for the existing shortage. First
evidence of this shortage’s negative consequences emerged in a number of nursing homes
where several patients were left unattended by careless nurses. This led to an Austrian nursing
scandal in autumn 2003.
Therefore, new strategies have to be developed to overcome the nursing shortage as
well as the misdistribution and poor utilization of nurses. One strategy includes the
development of regional nurse pools to better compensate for the nursing shortage and to
better utilize scarce human resources. Currently, the Vienna hospital compound is considering
such a solution for covering temporary shortages in their hospitals.
Until recently, policy makers in hospitals solved nurse scheduling problems manually,
which was a time consuming task [5]. This is why numerous models have been developed to
investigate various aspects of specific nurse scheduling problems for over 40 years (cf. Siferd
and Benton [6], Smith-Daniels et al. [7], Cheang et al. [8], Burke et al. [9]). Warner [10]
disclosed essential characteristics for Decision Support Systems (DSS) in this field: coverage,
quality, stability, flexibility, fairness, and costs. Another key issue for nurse scheduling
comprises physical and mental consequences of night work, alternating shift plans, and work
stretches etc. [11,12].
In the early years of nurse and physician scheduling modeling, many mathematical
programming approaches were applied to solve rather simple problems with few constraints
and a single goal due to restricted computer technology (cf. Warner [9], Warner and Prawda
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[13], Miller et al. [14]). Since the early 1980s, goal programming and multi-criteria
approaches have emerged in the literature (cf. Beaulieu et al. [15], Ozkarahan [16], Musa and
Saxena [17], Arthur and Ravindran [18]). As real world problems are immense and deal with
many constraints, heuristics (cf. Randhawa and Sitompul [19], Kostrava and Jennings [20],
Burns and Koop [21]), and recently metaheuristics such as Simulated Annealing (cf. Brusco
and Jacobs [22]), Tabu Search (cf. Valouxis and Housos [23], Berrada et al. [24], Carter and
Lapierre [25], Dowsland [26], Ferland et al. [27], Ikegami and Niwa [28], Burke et al. [29]),
and Genetic Algorithms (cf. Aickelin and Dowsland [30,31], Burke et al. [32]) have been
developed to generate high quality nurse schedules in an acceptable computation time.
Several artificial intelligence methods have been proposed to schedule duty rosters for
physicians and nurses in recent years (cf. Gierl et al. [33], Meyer auf’m Hofe [34]).
The dynamic regional nurse scheduling problem tackled in this paper can be described
as follows. The Vienna Hospital Compound consists of 15 public hospitals including nursing
homes and serves the majority of Vienna’s population [35]. Currently, this organization is
considering the introduction of an organized pool of flexible nurses for the Vienna region to
meet excess or uncovered demand for nurses. Periodically, for example daily, pool nurses
have to be assigned for the following days to public hospitals while considering a variety of
soft and hard constraints regarding working date and time, working patterns, nurses’
qualifications, nurses’ and hospitals’ preferences, as well as costs. Decision makers can weigh
all of these constraints in a cost function to express their assignment preferences such as more
weight for salary costs and for uncovered demands.
We anticipated that Simulated Annealing or Genetic Algorithms were not the most
efficient approaches for our problem because of the complicated form of the constraints, and
verified this in our experiments for the case of Simulated Annealing. Due to the high
complexity of the problem, we did not consider

mathematical programming or goal

programming methods such as Franz et al. [36]. On the other hand, the Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO) approach, which is usually applied to highly constrained combinatorial
problems, seemed to be especially suitable for solving this problem. To the best of our
knowledge, we are the first researchers to apply ACO in the field of nurse scheduling and our
results demonstrate that this approach provides high quality solutions within a reasonable
computation time compared to Simulated Annealing or to a simple greedy approach.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the dynamic regional
nurse scheduling problem. In section 3 we describe our solution methodology to solve this
problem. We discuss different assignment strategies, and then outline the algorithms applied,
and finally we discuss how to handle the dynamics of deferring demands. Section 4 provides
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an overview of the simulation framework for policy makers. Our experimental results and an
illustrative example are presented in section 5. In the last section, we conclude with directions
for further research and policy implications.

2. The dynamic regional nurse scheduling problem
We first explain the general problem structure and then outline the cost structure for
the dynamic regional nurse scheduling problem.
2.1. General Problem Structure
Our model allows for all possible variations of nurses’ schedules, known as the noncyclic nurse scheduling approach, which penalizes bad schedules and forbids the worst cases.
By forbidding certain working patterns, our approach can be forced to be semi-cyclical or
even cyclical. Many approaches within the literature considered non-realistic cyclic schedules
which consist of a fixed set of rosters rotated among all nurses (cf. Millar and Kiragu [37]). In
our model, nurses place offers for certain days and hours when they are willing to work due to
their personal preferences, while hospitals request nurses for certain days, hours, and skill
categories. The following definitions are based on time slots of any granularity. In the context
of our experiments, a time slot takes one hour and the planning horizon is user defined.
Definition 2.1. A demand is a connected set of time slots requiring the work of a nurse with a
specific skill category in a specific hospital department.
An example for a demand is the following:
•

Orthopaedics Department, Social Medical Center East, Vienna

•

21 December 2003, 10 p.m., to 22 December 2003, 6 a.m.

•

Skill category #1 (high preference) or #2 (low preference)
Demand usually coincides with a working shift. In our model, we allowed for a user

definable number of different shift types with user definable shift lengths which might also
overlap. Several researchers such as Aykin [38], Jacobs and Brusco [39], Thompson [40],
Bechtold and Jacobs [41] and Bechtold [42] dealt with that important issue in the general
scheduling literature too. If the required time area is not connected, two or more demands will
have to be formulated. Similarly, if j > 1 nurses are required for a shift, j demands will have to
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be requested for this shift. Since a demand must always be covered by a single nurse, her/his
new working plan must not exceed the maximum number of working hours allowed for
successive working time.
A demand for a service on a specific day must be communicated to the system no later
than a user-definable number of calendar days in advance by a user-definable fixed time such
as two calendar days in advance by 9 p.m. The users, such as hospital compounds or hospital
chains, define these parameters. Vice versa, the system decides on the nurse to be assigned to
a demand no later than two days in advance, and notifies the hospital station no later than by
this time of the possible or impossible assignment. In the case of impossible assignments,
hospital departments can try to cover their demands in-house. We denote this time as the
latest reply time.
Definition 2.2. An offer set is a set of time slots for which a specific nurse states that he/she is
willing to work.
An example for an offer set is the following:
•

Sue Miller

•

December 2003, each week from Monday to Friday, 7 a.m. – 7 p.m.
The offer does not take into consideration any legal constraints such as maximum

amount of successive working time or maximum number of nightshifts during a week. If a
nurse works in different hospital departments, then we accounted for a traveling time from
hospital department #1 to hospital department #2. These hard constraints are checked
separately by the system to guarantee that only non-violating assignments are scheduled.
An offer set is always assigned to a specific nurse. Offers sets can be extended (by
adding time slots), shortened (by deleting time slots), or modified (by simultaneously adding
and deleting time slots). Usually, however, the offer of a specific nurse will not be
considerably modified, except that it will be gradually extended into the future. Parts of the
offers are automatically deleted by the system because they refer to time slots in the past that
are no longer required for checking legal constraints and other properties.
In our model, both full and part time nurses can be assigned to different hospitals
while considering the nurses’ preferences for hospitals and the hospitals’ preferences for
nurses. Furthermore, nurses assess different work patterns such as patterns for weekends as
well as patterns for different numbers of consecutive work and free days. In our model, all
these patterns can be considered either as hard or soft constraints depending on the choice of
5

the decision maker. The number of nurses and hospitals as well as the number of nurses’
offers and hospitals’ demands are not limited in our model.
We allowed for a user-definable number of skill categories with a user-definable
substitutability of nurses. The users, such as hospital compounds or hospital chains, define
these parameters. Depending on qualifications, nurses can replace other nurses from another
skill category. While hospitals rate different skill categories for their demands, nurses prefer
working in a specific skill category. As salaries depend on skill categories required, the
optimal assignment of a nurse with a certain skill category to a hospital accounts for both the
hospitals’ and nurses’ skill preferences and the nurse's salary. Our preference-oriented nonhierarchical substitutability approach is more efficient in meeting the requirements of nurse
scheduling in practice compared to the hierarchical substitutability approach as disclosed by
Aikelin and Dowsland [30,31]. Compared to the literature, our model pertains to the few
examples such as Burke et al. [32] considering user definable substitutability of nurses.
With regard to work regulations, decision makers can individually define these hard
constraints for each nurse. Few researchers such as Burke et al. [32] and Meyer auf’m Hofe
[34] have accounted for user definable work regulations in the past. The main work
regulations for Austrian nurses considered in our model comprise the maximum number of
working hours per day and week, the maximum number of working days per week, the
maximum number of nightshifts per week and month, the maximum number of consecutive
nightshifts, the minimum rest time after a work block, as well as the minimum consecutive
rest time during a week. However, our model can easily be adapted to account for more work
regulations depending on the requirements of specific decision makers in other regions or
countries.
2.2. Cost Structure
To consider all work constraints discussed above, we defined a cost function consisting
of ten weighted costs terms as well as two penalties terms for uncovered demands and
unscheduled remaining demands on simulation day d (see equation 1). We have defined a
high number of parameters from which regional hospital managers can choose the most
relevant ones and the corresponding penalty values. To ensure nurse satisfaction, hospital
managers will not only highly penalize salary costs for nurses and their own preferences but
also consider sufficient high penalty values for nurse relevant cost-function criteria such as
for the stretch of non-working days.
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All penalty values can be defined by decision makers and are either soft or hard
constraints. For example, a penalty value of 999999 for a preference of nurse #1 regarding
hospital department #3 denotes a hard constraint and such an assignment would violate the
timetable and would thus not be considered in a valid solution. Penalties values below 999999
are considered as non-hard, relaxed constraints.
The higher the penalty value for a criterion, the less favorable is this criterion for a
nurse or a hospital. We assume that all penalties and costs are positive. Regarding the
traditional nurse scheduling literature, our approach belongs to the few DSS that enable a
flexible setting of problem parameters such as nurses’ and hospitals’ preferences as well as
costs weights.
To calculate the cost function, we define the following indices, parameters, and decision
variables:
Indices (lower case: index; upper case: number of possible values)
I
demand
J
nurse
K
hospital
L
nurse type
O
shift type
P
working pattern
S
stretch of working days
V
stretch of non-working days
W
weekend pattern
Z
cost weight
D
simulation day
T
time horizon
Parameters
penalty hospital k for nurse j
αkj
penalty nurse j for hospital k
βjk
penalty hospital k for nurse type l
χkl
Ψjl
penalty nurse j for nurse type l
cijkl
salary costs for nurse j with nurse type l for demand i from hospital k
penalty nurse j for shift type o
εjo
penalty nurse j for working pattern p
φjp
penalty nurse j for working stretch s
ϕjs
νjv
penalty nurse j for non-working stretch v
penalty nurse j for weekend pattern w
ρjw
ωz
value of cost weight z
ι
penalty term for unscheduled demands remaining on planning day d
κ
penalty term for uncovered demands
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Decision Variables
Aijkd
assignment of demand i from hospital k to nurse j (0=not assigned or 1=assigned)
on simulation day d
Bijkld
assignment of nurse type l under which nurse j works for demand i from hospital k
(0=not assigned or 1=assigned) on simulation day d
Cijkod
assignment of shift type o under which nurse j works for demand i from hospital k
(0=not assigned or 1=assigned) on simulation day d
Dptjd
number of working patterns p starting on day t for nurse j on simulation day d
Estjd
number of working stretches s starting on day t for nurse j on simulation day d
Fvtjd
number of non-working stretches v starting on day t for nurse j on simulation day d
Gwtjd
number of weekend patterns w starting on day t for nurse j on simulation day d
Uikd
number of days for which a demand i from hospital k has not been scheduled after
its announcement by simulation day d
Vd
number of uncovered demands on simulation day d
I
J K
L
O
ö
æ
Total Costs d = ååå Aijkd ç α kjω1 + β jk ω 2 + å Bijkld (χ kl ω 3 + ψ jl ω 4 + cijkl ω 5 ) + å ε jo C ijkod ω 6 ÷ +
i =1 j =1 k =1
l =1
o =1
ø
è
S
V
W
ö
æ P
÷+
ç
φ
D
ω
ϕ
E
ω
ν
F
ω
ρ
G
ω
+
+
+
åå
å
å
å
å
jp
ptjd
js
stjd
jv
vtjd
jw
wtjd
7
8
9
10
÷
ç
j =1 t =1 è p =1
s =1
v =1
w =1
ø
J

T

I

K

ååιU
i =1 k =1

ikd

+ κVd

∀d = 1,2,..., D

(1)

The first line of the cost function for simulation day d takes into account all penalties
for nurse j and hospital k regarding a certain demand. We considered 1) penalties of hospital k
for nurse j (first term in parenthesis) and 2) penalties of nurse j for hospital k (second term in
parenthesis). These penalties result from the preferences of each hospital department to
employ or not to employ certain nurses, as well as from the preferences of each nurse to work
in certain hospital departments: If there is a high or a low preference for a specific nurse or for
a specific hospital department, the penalties are assigned low or high values.
Next, we accounted for three cost terms regarding the nurse type (third term in
parenthesis): 3) penalties of hospital k for nurse type l, 4) penalties of nurse j for nurse type l,
and 5) salary costs for nurse j with nurse type l for demand i from hospital k. Hereby, nurse j
works for demand i of hospital k under the nurse type l which entails lowest costs. We
additionally included 6) penalties of nurse j for shift type o (e.g., day shift, night shift,
morning shift) as the last term of the cost function in line one.
The second line of the cost function evaluates the quality of a timetable for nurse j for
the time horizon T on a certain simulation day d. Hereby, we distinguished 7) penalties
regarding working patterns (e.g., pattern “FNNF”: a free day, “F”, followed by two night
shifts, “N”, and afterwards another free day, “F”), 8) penalties regarding a stretch of working
days (e.g., four consecutive days of work with day shifts), 9) penalties for non-working days
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(e.g., five consecutive days on which a nurse doesn’t work), and 10) penalties for weekend
patterns (e.g., from Friday to Saturday a night shift and Sunday off). Please note, that decision
variable Fvtjd is also dependent on the decision variables Aijkd and Cijkod, as for computing the
number of non-working stretches only the time horizon until day Maxd is considered. Maxd is
the latest day for which demands have already been scheduled on simulation day d. Note that
Maxd is not a parameter but an auxiliary variable which is computed from the decision
variables Aijkd and Cijkod. By penalizing stretches of non-working days, our cost function
balances the assignment of demands to nurses to ensure a rather fair division of demands
among nurses.
The last line of the cost function includes the penalty terms for 1) later scheduled
demands on simulation day d (e.g., a demand for day d + 3 is announced by the hospital on
day d and is not immediately scheduled on this day, but on day d + 1), and 2) uncovered
demands on day d (e.g., a demand for day d + 3 is announced by the hospital on simulation
day d and must be left uncovered, since, considering the already assigned services, none of
the nurses might cover it). Decision makers decide on the magnitude of these penalties. For
example, if hospitals are willing to wait for some time to be notified whether or not a nurse
and which nurse is assigned to their demand placed (provided that notification comes no later
than two days before the required service), then the penalty for later scheduled demands will
be set to a rather low value. This strategy of late notification has the disadvantage that for
hospital departments chances are low that demands not covered by the system can finally still
be covered by some “extraordinary” organizational efforts. Thus, we advise policy makers
never to set the weight for this penalty equal to zero.
A third, “internal” penalty term, a type of urgency penalty, was used to control the
dynamic optimization process. It is not part of the cost model and will be explained in detail
in subsection 3.2.

3. Solution Methodology
In this section, we first describe assignment strategies, then outline algorithms, and
finally, discuss how to handle the dynamics of deferring demands.
3.1 Assignment Strategies
For the assignment of nurses to demands, at least three different strategies can be
used: 1) earliest, 2) latest, and 3) periodic. Decision makers can choose the strategy most
appropriate for them.
9

Earliest assignment means that as soon as a hospital department sends a demand to the
system, the system tries to assign the demand to a corresponding free time area in a current
offer set, such that the hard constraints are not violated and the cost function is minimized.
Latest assignment denotes that at the latest reply time of each demand (see subsection
2.2), the system tries to assign the demand to a corresponding free time area in a current offer
set, such that the hard constraints are not violated and the objective function is minimized.
Periodic assignment analyzes the system at periodic times such as each day at 10 p.m.
in terms of the currently unsatisfied demands and the current available offer sets, and tries to
find an optimal assignment of the demands to corresponding free time areas in current offer
sets such that the hard constraints are not violated and the cost function is minimized.
Note that earliest and latest assignment policies choose a specific individual
assignment based on an 1 : n relation, whereas periodic assignment simultaneously selects
several individual assignments based on an m : n relation. Therein, m denotes the number of
currently open demands, and n denotes the number of nurses. The later policy increases the
computational complexity, but improved solutions can be expected since the system has more
freedom in finding good assignments.
Earliest and latest assignment policies offer the same (very limited) potential for
optimization. On the other hand, a quick reply to a hospital department about which of the
nurses can cover the demand required is preferable to a delay of the decision to the last
acceptable moment. For this reason we have not considered the latest assignment strategy in
our experiments in section 5.
3.2 Algorithms
The earliest and the latest assignment strategies do not pose real computational
problems: Both strategies can simply make the decision on each demand in a greedy fashion
by evaluating the costs of each possible assignment of a nurse to the current demand based on
the decisions that have already been made in the past. That assignment which incurs the
lowest costs is chosen. To be more precise: If, on day d and for demand i, one has the choice
among a certain set of feasible assignments, that assignment added to the current timetables
which leads to the minimum value of Total Costsd as given by equation (1) is selected. The
timetable of the respective nurse is extended by the additional service, and the assignment
algorithm continues with the next demand.
The situation is different for the periodic assignment strategy, in which the decision
has a vector structure at each planning instance. Note that if we fix the day when an
10

assignment has to be made, we will have a current set of still uncovered demands for some of
the future days and a set of nurses who will still be able to cover certain of these demands.
In the sequel, we focus our attention on the demands that are currently open on a fixed
planning day d and label them by i = 1,…,m. For example, demand #1 is now the first demand
on day d and not the first demand announced in the whole period, as it is in the cost formula
of equation (1). To keep notation reasonably short, also the way of denoting (i) a solution, and
(ii) the resulting costs will be simplified in this subsection. This abbreviated notation makes
sense if the view is restricted to a single fixed planning day, such that nurse assignments made
on previous days are considered as given facts and assignments made on later days are not yet
considered at all. We shall use the following abbreviations and explain them below:
•

Instead of the decision variables Aijkd, Bijkld, and Cijkod, a vector x is used to
indicated the chosen solution within the context of the given planning day;

•

the contribution of a particular nurse assignment to the expression for Total
Costsd in equation (1) is written as a function c of demand and nurse assigned.

Let us identify the nurses by numbers 1,…,n. By xi, where xi ∈{0,…,n}, we denote the
nurse assigned to demand i in the current solution, if a nurse is assigned. The decision not to
assign a nurse to demand i is marked by setting xi = 0 (i = 1,…, m). The overall solution is
then uniquely described by the vector x = (x1,…, xm). Note that setting xi = 0 incurs specific
costs which can either be the (relatively low) penalty ι for an unscheduled demand remaining
on simulation day d or (if the current day is the last day when demand i could be scheduled)
the high penalty κ for an uncovered demand.
An individual assignment of nurse j = xi to demand i is denoted by the pair (i, xi). The
cost of this assignment excluding penalties for unscheduled/uncovered demands, i.e., the
increment of the first two lines on the right hand side of equation (1) caused by this
assignment, compared to the costs already incurred by assignments made on previous
planning days, is denoted by the function c(i, xi). Furthermore, we set c(i, 0) equal to the
penalty ι or κ for an unscheduled respectively uncovered demand, depending on the relation
between the current day and last possible day for the demand.
For cases with both a small number m of currently unsatisfied demands and small
number n of offers, the optimal assignment can be determined by complete enumeration. For
example, if m = 2 and n = 10, all 102=100 possible assignments (x1, x2) will be enumerated
and checked for feasibility with respect to the hard constraints. The feasible solution with the
lowest costs incurred can then be selected. It is obvious in our application’s context, that the
complete enumeration approach is not able to treat real-life situations within a feasible
computation time.
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Since it cannot be assumed that the values xi have to be pairwise different, already the
feasibility check is not trivial: feasibility cannot be verified for each individual assignment (i,
xi) separately, but must take into account the combined assignment. Unfortunately, we thus
obtain a hard combinatorial optimization problem:
Proposition 1. Our “nurse-to-demand” assignment problem with cost and constraint structure
as described in section 2 is NP-hard.
Proof. We demonstrate that our problem contains the NP-hard Knapsack Problem as a special
case: Let m items with values a1 ≥ 0, …, am ≥ 0 and weights b1 > 0, …, bm > 0 be given, and
let an overall bound B on the weights be defined. The Knapsack problem requires a solution x
= (x1,…, xm) with xi ∈ {0,1} (i = 1, …, m) maximizing (2)
a1 x1 + … + am xm

(2)

subject to the constraint
b1 x1 + … + bm xm ≤ B.

(3)

In our framework, this can be interpreted as an assignment problem with m demands,
one nurse #1, costs c(i, 0) = amax as the penalty ι for leaving demand i unscheduled on the
current planning day, where amax = maxi ai, costs c(i, 1) = amax − ai ≥ 0 for assigning demand i
to nurse #1, time bi required for service i, and a constraint requiring that the overall working
time of nurse #1 must not exceed the limit B. By setting xi = 1 given that demand i is assigned
to nurse #1 or otherwise xi = 0, the Knapsack problem is reduced to a problem of our type,
since Σi c(i, xi) = m amax − Σi ai xi is minimized if and only if Σi ai xi is maximized. ٱ
Due to Proposition 1, one would not expect to find a fast, exact optimization algorithm
for larger problem instances. Thus, it makes sense to use a heuristic for solving this problem.
We implemented two metaheuristics for this purpose: (a) Simulated Annealing and (b) Ant
Colony Optimization.
In both approaches, we used the following problem simplification: In a first step, we
can dismiss all those individual assignments that are definitely not feasible, even without
interfering with other individual assignments. For example, those assignments that require a
nurse working outside his/her offer set are not feasible, irrespective of how other currently
open demands are assigned; the same is true for assignments that cause a collision with a
service that has already been assigned to a nurse on a previous planning day. Thus, for each
demand i, a subset {x(i,1), …, x(i, k(i))} ⊆ {1,…,n} of candidate nurses remains, where k(i)
denotes the number of nurses who can be assigned to demand i, provided that they are not
assigned to other currently open demands, increased by one: Since it is always feasible to
12

assign no nurse to demand i, the set {x(i,1), …, x(i, k(i))} always contains the number zero as
an element. A solution
x = (x1,…, xm) with xi ∈ {x(i,1), …, x(i, k(i))}

(4)

is feasible, if for each nurse their assigned demands are compatible.
To make our notation more concise, the set {x(i,1), …, x(i,k(i))} can be sorted in such
a way that x(i,1) < … < x(i, k(i)). Then a solution can equivalently be represented by the
index vector (y1,…, ym), where yi ∈ {1,…, k(i)} denotes the position index of the selected
element in the sorted set {x(i,1), …, x(i,k(i))}.
(a) Simulated Annealing
We used a neighborhood definition of the following type: (y1 ,…, ym) and (y1′,…, ym′)
are neighbor solutions given that they differ only by a single component yi ≠ yi′. To discard
solutions that are not feasible because of collision effects among the single assignments (i.e.,
vectors y that are not feasible although each single component yi is feasible), we applied the
penalty function method (see, e.g., Aarts and Korst [43], chapter 5). In principle, it would be
tempting to deal with the hard constraints directly in the neighborhood by defining the
neighborhood structure in such a way that only feasible solutions are generated as neighbors.
We rejected this alternative for two reasons: First, the hard constraints are very complex in the
problem considered here, such that generating feasible neighbors is rather time-consuming.
Secondly, a restriction of the neighborhood to feasible solutions also drastically reduces the
number of ways by which a specific feasible solution z can be reached from a given feasible
solution x, which increases the probability of premature convergence to a local optimum. For
these two reasons, the application of the penalty function method seemed more appropriate.
The experimental results obtained for realistic test instances (in the framework
outlined in section 5) were rather poor. In fact, the solutions usually did not even reach the
quality of those of the computationally much simpler earliest assignment strategy (as
described above) with greedy assignments in each step. In our opinion, the poor solution
quality can be explained by the fact that our implementation of Simulated Annealing was not
able to deal with the restrictive constraints of the problem considered. The penalty function
method, as we applied it, has turned out too weak to overcome this difficulty.
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(b) Ant Colony Optimization
Contrary to most applications of metaheuristics such as Simulated Annealing or
Genetic Algorithms, the Ant Colony Optimization approach is usually applied to highly
constrained problems. We thus expected this technique to be especially appropriate for
solving our problem described above. The ACO approach dates back to the pioneering work
by Dorigo, Maniezzo, and Colorni [44] and has been transformed to a full metaheuristic by
Dorigo and DiCaro [45]. Specific variants of this metaheuristic converge to optimality under
certain conditions [46,47].
ACO randomly constructs solutions in a step-by-step fashion. An ant is a conceptual
unit performing a random construction of a solution. So-called pheromone values store
information on how good a single construction step was in the past, whereas so-called
visibility values evaluate the presumable goodness of that step in the present context.
The rough structure of the algorithm is as follows:
initialize pheromone;
for round 1, …, M {
for ant 1, …, H {
start with an empty solution;
do until a complete solution is obtained
extend solution by a random construction step, guided by pheromone values
and visibility;
evaluate complete solution;
}
update pheromone values;
}
output the best solution found.
The simplest way of constructing a solution for our specific problem is to make a
series of successive decisions on the values of y1 , y2 , …, ym. Each yi is selected from a subset
of {1,…, k(i)}: When deciding on yi, one has already fixed y1 , y2 , …, yi - 1. The subset of
those values yi ∈ {1,…, k(i)} that are compatible with the previous decisions y1 , y2 , …, yi – 1
in the sense that decisions y1 , y2 , …, yi lead to a feasible schedule can be easily determined.
From this subset, yi is randomly chosen by the standard rule which will be described below.
Pheromone is assigned to each of the possible k(i) values of yi , for each i = 1, …, m. In total,
k(1) + … + k(m) pheromone values have to be stored.
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We denote the pheromone value connected with the decision of choosing index j for
variable yi (i.e., of assigning nurse x(i, j) to demand i) by τ(i, j), and the visibility value
connected with this decision by η( i, j). Pheromone is initialized by setting τ(i, j) = 1 for all (i,
j). The computation of the visibility values will be outlined below.
The standard rule for a construction step, expressed in terms of our encoding, is the
following: A decision for yi = j is made with probability

τ(i, j)α η( i, j)β / å (τ(i, r)α η( i, r)β ),

(5)

where the sum in the denominator is overall r such that the decision yi = r is feasible (which
includes compatibility with the prior decisions on y1 , y2 , …, yi – 1). We always set α = 1. It
has turned out to be advantageous to vary the parameter β during the overall run: We choose

β = 3 in the first third, β = 2 in the second third, and β = 1 in the last third of the optimization
run.
For the pheromone update step of the algorithm, we use a simple form of the rankbased update mechanism introduced by Bullnheimer, Hartl, and Strauss [48]: First of all, each
pheromone value is decreased by multiplication by a factor q < 1 (“evaporation”). Then, the
pheromone values τ(i, yi) for those pairs (i, yi) that have been chosen in the best solution
among the solutions constructed by the ants 1, …, S in the current round, are increased by a
constant γ > 0. This effects a reinforcement of “good” construction steps.
A disadvantage of the encoding outlined above is that it is sequence-dependent: On
demands i = 1, …, m, decisions are always successively made in the same order, whereas the
problem itself does not specify a particular order in which the demands are to be arranged. To
account for the “symmetry” of the problem with respect to the arrangements of the demands,
we implemented the following modification of the approach indicated above: At the
beginning of each round of the algorithm, we select a random permutation π = (π(1), …,
π(m)) of the demands 1, …, m, and let the ants visit the demands not in the standard order 1,
…, n, but in the order π(1), …, π(m). Thus, the first decision is on yπ(1), etc. Since the
candidate set {x(i,1), …, x(i, k(i))} connected with demand i does not depend on the order of
the demands (although the feasibility of an element selected from the candidate set is
dependent on which other elements have been selected before), also in this modification,
pheromone values can be updated in a consistent manner.
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To obtain visibility values η( i, j), we use a similar computation as in the “greedy”
earliest assignment strategy described in subsection 3.1. The additional costs cadd( i, j) caused
by the decision to assign index j to demand i, given the previous decisions, are computed for
each j, and η( i, j) is computed as

η( i, j) = 1 / (cadd( i, j) - cadd( i, j*) + δ) + ξ,

(6)

where j* is the best decision according to the greedy criterion, and δ > 0 and ξ > 0 are
constant parameters.
3.3 Handling the Dynamics of Deferring Demands
The algorithms described in subsection 3.2 perform static optimization of the demandoffer assignment on each planning day based on past decisions and on the currently available
information on demands. These algorithms can now be executed iteratively for each
consecutive planning day. In total, this procedure may be considered as a special dynamic
optimization strategy (further specified by the chosen day-by-day optimization approach).
One issue deserves particular consideration in this context: If the optimization had
been done without discouraging delayed decisions on demands, an effective optimization
procedure would always have tended to defer demands to the next planning day, unless the
current day was the last possible day when these demands could have been scheduled.
Assigning a demand to a nurse incurs considerable costs, while not assigning only incurs
moderate costs (the penalty ι for an unscheduled demand on the current planning day).
Thereby, the system would always accept the cumulative penalties of making decisions only
on the last possible day. We disclosed a contradiction between the aims of static and dynamic
optimization: From the viewpoint of static optimization on a single fixed day, it is favorable
to defer demands to the next day (their costs will then not appear in the evaluation for the
present day). This shortsighted action, however, leads to a dynamic strategy that is, in total,
suboptimal.
To avoid this unfavorable tendency, we add an “urgency” penalty term of size
κ / (d* – d – 1)

(7)

for each deferred demand to the cost function when performing the day-by-day optimization.
Therein, κ is the penalty for an uncovered demand, d* is the day for which the service is
required, and d is the current planning day. This penalty term does not enter into the final
evaluation of the dynamic solution, since it does not affect the users of the system. It is only
relevant for directing the dynamic scheduling process. We found that this urgency penalty
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term is able to prevent excessive decision delays and to keep the costs for late assignments
reasonably low.

4. Simulation Framework
In order to evaluate the algorithms described in the last section on realistic scenarios,
we developed a computational framework in which the occurrence of demands in K hospital
departments and their assignment to nurses in a pool of N members are simulated over a
period of four weeks. The simulation of longer periods is possible, but we restricted ourselves
to four weeks for runtime reasons. We will describe the assumptions regarding demand,
supply, and experimental mode in the following.
4.1. Demand
We assumed that demands can be communicated to the system up to two weeks in
advance: The day of the service, d*, required by a demand occurring on day d, is one of the
days d+2, d+3, …, d+14. Remember that a demand cannot refer to the same or the next day,
but, at the earliest, to the day after the next day.
For the frequencies by which services on certain days of the week are required, i.e., for
the weekly distribution of d*, we tried to choose real-life values. It was difficult to predict the
load profile of the real-life system in our Vienna hospital application, because systems of the
suggested type have not yet been applied. Thus, comparable statistical data were missing. One
key issue, however, should be given special attention: Since basic service requirements have
already been covered by permanent nurses with pre-scheduled timetables, our system will
only have to deal with the peak load rather than with the ground load. For this reason, the
system’s load distribution would presumably be distinctly more unbalanced than the overall
load distribution of the included hospital departments. To model this situation, we decided to
assume service intensity distributions that are typical rather for the notoriously unbalanced
weekly profile of surgical departments than for the more balanced profile of non-surgical
departments. From empirical data for Austrian hospitals, we took the estimates of service
intensities given in Table 1 accounting for unbalanced profiles [49,50]. The values are
percentages of the service intensity on a Sunday. For example, the workload on Monday is
more than three times higher as compared to the Sunday.
For the time of the requested service, we based the frequency profile on the empirical
profile found by Gruetz [51], with a high peak in the morning and a smaller peak in the late
afternoon. This can be roughly modeled by the assumption indicated in Table 2 on the
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distribution of the time t when the service begins. For example, the nursing demand is 6 times
higher from 6 - 8 a.m. compared to the night, late morning, and afternoon hours. We assumed
the service duration to be uniformly distributed between 6 and 12 hours.
Finally, we modeled the frequency of demands announced by a hospital department on
certain days. We assumed that demands occur in each hospital station according to a Poisson
distribution with a certain intensity λ. In practice, this intensity obviously varies for the
different days of the week. To simplify, we assumed that the weekly distribution of the day d
on which the demand is announced resembles the distribution of the day d* on which the
service takes place. Thus, we used the relative distribution as indicated in Table 1. The basic
intensity λ0, i.e., the intensity on Sunday, was varied between 0.1 and 0.6 in the simulation
runs. For example, in the case λ0 = 0.1, we assumed that the average number of demands per
hospital department announced on a Sunday is λ = λ0 = 0.1, the average number of demands
per hospital department announced on a Monday is λ = 0.333 (cf. Table 1). For λ0 = 0.2, these
values are multiplied by 2.
4.2. Supply
For the supply, we assumed that a fixed pool of N nurses is available. These nurses are
not homogeneous with respect to their offer set. For example, some of the nurses are, in
principal, willing to work any time, while others do not want to take night shifts. We decided
to restrict ourselves to four basic supply types for offer sets:
•

Supply type #1: Every day, every time.

•

Supply type #2: Every day, no night shifts (nurses only work between 7 a.m. and
7 p.m.).

•

Supply type #3: Monday to Friday, every time.

•

Supply type #4: Monday to Friday, no night shifts.

We assumed that these four types have equal frequencies.
4.3. Experimental Modes
We performed the computational experiments in two different modes: (a) a static
mode and (b) a dynamic mode.
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(a) Static mode
Our first aim was to compare the algorithms described in section 3 with respect to
their achieved solution quality in a static optimization situation: How well do these two
approaches perform in finding suitable assignments for the demands occurring on a fixed
planning day? For this purpose, a “warm-up” period of one week was adequate to fill the
current timetables (schedules) of each nurse to some extent, such that adding further services
becomes nontrivial. Assignment during these seven “warm-up” days was always done by the
greedy approach described at the beginning of subsection 3.2.
The eighth day was our real evaluation day: For this day, we compared the
performance of the two algorithms by adding the current demands to the already partially
filled timetables. The evaluation is based on the resulting costs of the timetables, but also
includes the urgency penalty term described in subsection 3.3 for current demands that have
not yet been covered.
(b) Dynamic mode
In this mode, we evaluated the overall performance of each algorithm to solve the
dynamic optimization problem over the entire simulation period of four weeks. On each
planning day, the algorithm assigns nurses to currently open demands according to the
objective function, by combining costs and urgency penalty terms for still unscheduled
demands, as described in subsection 3.3. For the final evaluation after the last planning day,
urgency penalties become irrelevant, since they are only used for creating pressure against the
algorithms’ tendency to defer demands to the future in order to reduce current costs. Instead,
after the last planning day the total timetable costs plus penalties ι for unscheduled demands
remaining on simulation days, as well as penalties κ for definitely uncovered demands,
comprise the key cost components.

5. Experimental Results
For both the static and the dynamic experiment modes, we performed 50 different
simulation runs for 18 parameter combinations by varying (1) the number of nurses N and the
number of hospital departments K and (2) demand intensities.
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For the number of nurses N and the number of hospital departments K, we investigated
three combinations:

•

•

N = 30, K = 15,

•

N = 40, K = 15,

•

N = 40, K = 20.

We simulated values of 0.1, 0.2, …, 0.6 for the basic demand intensity λ0 (demand
intensity per hospital department on Sunday) resulting in six different intensity
scenarios.
We compared the greedy earliest assignment strategy (“Greedy”) with the ACO

strategy, both strategies were explained in subsection 3.2 In particular, we analyzed the mean
total cost improvements (in percent) that ACO achieved compared to Greedy. The total costs
include the urgency penalty in the static mode and the two types of unscheduled/uncovered
demand penalties in the dynamic mode, as outlined in subsections 2.2 and 3.3. Furthermore,
we investigated for all 18 parameter combinations, whether or not the ACO simulation runs
revealed a statistically significant improvement compared to Greedy. Since the cost difference
distribution had proved to be quite different from normal distribution, we used the parameterfree sign test [52]. The symbols ns, s, s*, and s** denote “not significant,” “significant at the
level α = 0.05,” “significant at the level α = 0.01,” and “significant at the level α = 0.001,”
respectively.
5.1 Static Mode
In the static mode, we obtained the results comprised in Table 3. The table shows that
for all parameter combinations, ACO achieved highly significant improvements over Greedy.
ACO was at least 1.109% better than Greedy (N = 30; K = 15; basic intensity = 0.5) and
performed best for scenario N = 40, K = 15, and basic intensity = 0.1 with an improvement
rate of 4.479%. In all cases a significance level of 0.001 has been reached. It can be seen that
ACO realized higher improvements for lower demand intensity. This observation can be
easily explained; in a situation in which the system tends to become congested, the potential
for optimization will be reduced.
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5.2 Dynamic Mode
The results for the dynamic case, the entire simulation period of four weeks, are
summarized in Table 4. We observed for this case that the ACO strategy also achieved
significantly improved results compared to the Greedy strategy (in most cases again at a
significance level of 0.001). Only for basic intensities of more than 0.5, we obtained less
convincing improvements, presumably due to congestion tendencies. Gains usually increased
for scenarios with basic intensity values between 0.1 and 0.3 and then decreased again for
scenarios with higher intensity values. In a “near-to-congestion” situation for a basic intensity
of 0.5 or more, we disclosed that usually a majority of demands had been delayed from period
to period, and only a small fraction – the currently most urgent demands – were then
scheduled on each planning day. This situation limited the degree of freedom for an
optimization approach.
The overall relative gains of the ACO approach over the more straightforward Greedy
approach appeared to be comparably small when we take a first look at Table 4. However,
one should keep in mind two issues when interpreting these numbers: First, the costs
calculated contained a considerably high amount of fixed costs which would have been
incurred anyway to cover a demand. Second, the potential for optimization for day-by-day
planning was smaller compared to static planning over the whole period. Traditional nurse
scheduling models assume that demands are known in advance, which was not true in our
context.
In view of these restrictions, total costs gained in the order of magnitude of 1 % to 4 %
appeared considerable. During times of meager health care budgets, even small cost
containment is of high interest to decision makers.
The computation times for a single planning day were very favorable, not only for the
Greedy approach, but also for the ACO approach. We used Pentium III PCs with 933 Mhz,
256 MB Ram, and a Windows 2000 operating system. Simulating 50 runs of a specific
parameter combination, i.e., for an entry in Table 3, took about half an hour for Greedy and
between 6 and 45 hours for ACO (depending on the demand intensity and on the number of
hospital departments). For solving the assignment problem for a single planning day, on
average Greedy needed less than two seconds and ACO between 17 and 125 seconds (i.e.,
6*3,600/(26*50) and 45*3,600/(26*50) seconds, respectively; note that there are 26 simulated
planning days). Thus, ACO could cope with very large applications by consuming a
reasonable computation time.
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5.3. Illustrative Example
Prospect users of the system could be hospital compounds or hospital chains in a region.
For these users, we will illustrate the model using the example of 20 hospital departments and
40 nurses with demand intensity 0.4 for the dynamic mode. We distinguished two nurse types.
Table 5 displays the values for cost weights and the penalties used in the example. The
higher the values of cost weights or penalties, the less favorable they are for nurses or
hospitals. Values of nurses’ penalties and values of the cost weights for nurses’ penalties were
determined by a questionnaire in one of the church hospitals in Vienna. We used average
salary costs for the nurses by taking into account higher costs for night and Sunday hours
[53]. As decision makers are regional hospital compounds, we chose higher cost weights for
hospitals’ penalties compared to those for nurses.
For example, non-pool nurses assigned the working pattern “-DDN-” (one day off, two
day shifts, one night shift, one day off) a penalty value of one which is then weighted by four.
Non-pool nurses assessed a penalty value of nine to a working stretch of seven days, while a
non-working stretch of the same length was given a value of five. Pool nurses might weight
non-working stretches higher. If a nurse was not working for 8 days, then the costs for two
non-working stretches of length 7 would be calculated (2x9=18). This mechanism balances
the workload among nurses. Working on Friday night and not on Saturday and Sunday “1 - - ”
was a non-favorable weekend working pattern for nurses with a penalty value of three.
We assumed the four working types of nurses as discussed in subsection 4.2. Eleven
nurses are of supply type #1 (e.g., nurse #10), fifteen nurses are of supply type #2 (e.g., nurse
#1), eight nurses are of nurse type #3 (e.g., nurse #5), and six nurses are of nurse type #4 (e.g.,
nurse #11). Due to their inflexibility – as is obvious, nurses of supply types #2 and #4 were
assigned few demands, while nurses of supply types #1 and #3 were busy working (see Table
6). For example, nurse #5 was willing to work all the time (supply type #1) and had to work
on day 8, 12, 15, 16, 18, 22, 23, and 25 on night shifts as well as on day 26 on a day shift. If
policy makers are interested in a more even work distribution among nurses, then they could
increase the cost weight for non-working patterns from the value of one to a value of five or
higher. Currently, the weights for hospitals' preferences of certain nurses and nurse types as
well as the weights for nurses' salary costs dominate the other terms of the objective/penalty
function (cf. Table 5).
The working rules for nurses are based on common working rules of Austrian nurses
comprising the following rules [54]: 1) no more than 13 working hours per day, 2) no more
than 60 working hours a week, 3) 11 hours break after a work block, 4) one day off per week,
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5) a consecutive break of 36 hours per week, 6) no more than three night shifts per week, 6)
no more than three night shifts in a row, and 7) no more than 10 night shifts per month.
During the simulation period, 217 demands were generated from which 195 could be
assigned to the 40 nurses. Thus, 22 demands could not be covered as illustrated in Figure 1.
All uncovered demands were night shifts. These shifts could not be scheduled because nurses
willing to work on these days had already worked three night shifts in the concerning weeks
(e.g., nurse # 31 and demand on day 22) or three night shifts in a row (e.g., nurse #35 and
demand on day 22). Furthermore, possible nurses for those shifts might not have enough rest
time before or after another shift scheduled (e.g., nurse #32 and demand on day 21). The
demand coverage rate decreases over the simulation horizon. For example, on day 15 about
96% of the demands were covered compared to 73% of the demands on day 22 because the
later in the month, the more restrictive the work regulation constraints. Our illustrative
examples had an approximately 10 times higher number of uncovered demands compared to
intensity scenarios 0.1-0.3. Intensity scenario 0.5 caused about 28 and 0.6 caused about 53
uncovered demands.
When comparing costs including penalties of the Greedy (175,054 Euro) and ACO
scenarios (168,515 Euro), the ACO scenario incurred 6,539 fewer Euro compared to the
Greedy scenario. The Greedy algorithm could assign one demand less causing penalty costs
of 5,000 Euro.

6. Conclusions and Further Research
Due to a nursing shortage as well as a misdistribution and poor utilization of nurses in
many countries worldwide, policy makers demand that DSS better allocate scarce human
resources. This is why we have developed a metaheuristic approach to the dynamic
assignment of pool nurses to hospital departments in a web-based, flexible assignment system
for a regional decision maker. Compared to the traditional nurse scheduling literature, our
non-cyclic approach is also characterized by the flexible setting of problem parameters such
as nurses’ and hospitals’ preferences, number of shift types, length and overlapping of shifts,
substitutability of nurses, as well as weights for the components of the cost function under
consideration of different working regulations for each of the nurses.
Specifically, we introduced the Ant Colony Optimization paradigm into the nurse
scheduling domain, motivated by the fact that ACO has proved to be a successful approach
for highly constrained problems in other areas such as vehicle routing or job-shop scheduling
(cf. Dorigo and Di Caro [45]). By computational experiments, we demonstrated that the ACO
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approach has significantly improved the solutions produced by a straightforward greedy
approach. However, the simpler greedy algorithm already represents considerable progress
compared to a situation without a decision support system. Our DSS helps cover and balance
unforeseen peaks of workforce demands by considering different preferences and costs using
a cost function. For cases with a sound balance between demand intensity and nurse pool size,
ACO usually achieved additional cost savings of between 1 - 4 % as compared to Greedy.
The runtimes of ACO were favorable for all problem instances of the experiment (not more
than two minutes per planning day).
In the present article, we have emphasized the aspect of optimizing the (static)
assignment of nurses to demands on each single planning day. By our experiments, we
confirmed that the choice of good assignments on each day of the period would result in a
fairly reasonable overall dynamic strategy. For further research, an additional cost reduction
could be achieved by modeling this case as a dynamic, stochastic optimization problem. Such
models consider that future demands can be statistically estimated to improve the current-day
decisions from a perspective of long-run advantages. The number of uncovered demands
might possibly be further reduced by such an extension. However, at present, no standard
solving techniques with reasonable computation times have been developed for these types of
dynamic stochastic problems. This challenging issue is of great interest to us for future work.
Another aspect for further investigation comprises how to best realize this approach as
a web-based computer system in a user-friendly, easily adaptable, and scalable way for all
users of the system such as nurses and hospital managers. A real-world application such as the
implementation of this system for the Vienna Hospital Compound will help answer this
information technology question. In the future, Decision Support Systems for manpower
scheduling in health services such as the one presented in this paper will gain importance
because of the aging population’s needs along with the growing shortage of skilled health care
workers in many industrialized countries.
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Figure/Table Captions

Table 1

Assumed service frequencies during the days of the week as a percentage of the
frequency on Sunday

Table 2

Assumed relative frequencies for the begin of nurses’ services in a certain time
interval

Table 3

Average cost improvements (in %) achieved by the ACO compared to the Greedy
approach with significance indications for the static mode (only results of one
planning day, the eighth day)

Table 4

Average cost improvements (in %) achieved ACO compared to the Greedy
approach with significance indications for the dynamic mode (final results after a
simulation horizon of 28 days)

Table 5

Values for cost weights and penalties used

Table 6

Timetable of the dynamic mode scenario with 40 nurses, 20 hospital departments,
and demand intensity 0.4

Figure 1

Covered and uncovered demands of the dynamic mode scenario with 40 nurses,
20 hospital departments, and demand intensity 0.4
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Day

Monday

Intensity

333

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday
153

133

117

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

100

77

100

Table 1
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Time Interval

0-2

3-5

6-8

9 - 11

12 - 2

3-5

a.m.
Frequency

1/16

1/16

6–8

9 - 11

p.m.
6/16

1/16

4/16

1/16

1/16

1/16

Table 2
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Improvement of ACO Compared to Greedy
Basic

30 Nurses

Intensity 15 Hospital Departments

40 Nurses

40 Nurses

15 Hospital Departments 20 Hospital Departments

0.1

2.222 (s**)

4.479 (s**)

3.031 (s**)

0.2

1.855 (s**)

2.688 (s**)

2.048 (s**)

0.3

2.179 (s**)

2.174 (s**)

2.221 (s**)

0.4

1.546 (s**)

2.138 (s**)

1.777 (s**)

0.5

1.109 (s**)

2.226 (s**)

1.756 (s**)

0.6

1.124 (s**)

2.107 (s**)

1.564 (s**)

Table 3
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Improvement of ACO Compared to Greedy
Basic

30 Nurses

Intensity 15 Hospital Departments

40 Nurses

40 Nurses

15 Hospital Departments

20 Hospital Departments

0.1

1.788 (s**)

2.023 (s**)

1.793 (s**)

0.2

2.265 (s**)

2.173 (s**)

1.661 (s**)

0.3

3.448 (s**)

1.760 (s**)

4.300 (s**)

0.4

2.411 (s**)

2.838 (s**)

2.342 (s*)

0.5

1.659 (s*)

1.505 (s**)

1.626 (s*)

0.6

0.686 (ns)

1.426 (s**)

0.854 (ns)

Table 4
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No.

Penalty Categories

Values for Cost Weights
Based on Euro
50
5
10
1
22/hour
+2/Sunday hour
+2/night hour
2

1
2
3
4
5

penalty hospital k for nurse j
penalty nurse j for hospital k
penalty hospital k for nurse type l
penalty nurse j for nurse type l
salary costs for nurse j with nurse type l
for demand i from hospital k

6

penalty nurse j for shift type o

7

penalty nurse j for working pattern p

4

8

penalty nurse j for working stretch s

8

9

penalty nurse j for non-working stretch v

1

10

penalty nurse j for weekend pattern w

2

penalty term for unscheduled remaining
demands on simulation day d
penalty term for uncovered demands

Values for Penalties
0-9
0-9
1-3
1-3
-

1=day shift (D)
3=night shift (N)
4=early shift (E)
4=late shift (L)
1="-DDN-"
2="-NN-"
6="-LELE-"
3="-LLDD-"
1=3 days
2=4 days
5=5 days
9=6 days
9=7 days
1=3 days
2=4 days
3=5 days
4=6 days
5=7 days
1="-11"
2="--1"
2="11-"
2="1-1"
3="1--"
3="-1-"
3="111"

20/day
5,000/uncovered demand

Table 5
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Weekday
Day

Nurse

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri
1
2
3
4
5

Sat Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri
6
7
8
9
10 11 12

Sat Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri
13 14 15 16 17 18 19

Sat Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri
20 21 22 23 24 25 26

Sat Sun
27 28

Supply Type

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
Abbreviations:

2
2
2
2
3
2
2
3
2
1
4
1
1
1
N
3
2
3
2
1
1
4
2
1
3
1
N
3
4
4
3
2
3
1
2
4
1
4
2
2
2
1
“D”=day shift (7 a.m. - 7 p.m.)

D
E
D
N

D
N
D
L
N

N

N
D
L
N
N
N

N
N
NN

N

N

N
D
N
N
N
N

E
E
N

D

D

N

N
N

N

D
N
N
N
N

N
N

D

L
L

N
N

N

N
N

N
N

N

N
N

D
N

N

N

N
D
N
N

NN

N

N

N
D

D

N

N

N

N
N

N
N
N

N

D

N
D

N
N

D
N
D
E
NN
D
N
D
N
N
N
N

N

D

N
N

N

N

D
E

N

N

N
N

N

E
E

N

N

D
E

N
D
N
N

N
N

N
N
N

N

N
E
N
N

N
N
N

N
N
N

N

N
N

E
E
N

N
N
N

N

N

N
N

N

N

D
N
N
N

E
N
L
N

L

N
N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N
D

D
N

N

N

N

N

N

E
D

“E”=early day shift (7 a.m. - 3 p.m.)

N
E
N
N
“L”=late day shift (11 a.m. - 7 p.m.)

E
D
N
N
“N”=night shift (7 p.m. - 7.a.m)

N
N
D
“NN”=two night shifts

E

Number of
Shifts
Assigned
1
1
3
5
9
2
2
7
1
8
4
8
9
9
8
4
6
2
9
8
1
0
9
8
11
7
2
3
6
1
7
10
2
0
8
1
0
3
1
9

Table 6
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30

1,00
0,90

25

0,80
0,70

20

0,60
15

0,50
0,40

10

5

0

0,30

Uncovered
Demands

0,20

Covered
Demands

0,10

Demand
Coverage
Rate

0,00
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

Day

Figure 1
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